Under the Microscope

Bat and virus ecology in a dynamic world
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The emergence of infectious diseases caused by bat-associ-

processes, we must understand reservoir community structures,

ated viruses has had a devastating and wide-reaching effect

the spatial and temporal nature of reservoir infection, reservoir

on human populations. These viruses include lyssaviruses

host ranges and dispersal, as well as other factors that contribute to

such as rabies virus, the ﬁloviruses, Ebola (EBOV) and Mar-

the ‘force of infection’ received by domestic animal or human

burg virus, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) co-

populations10. Rich ﬁeld-data is essential to fully understand and

ronavirus, and the paramyxoviruses, Hendra virus (HeV)

thus mitigate the risk from any bat associated zoonotic disease.
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and Nipah virus (NiV) . As a result bats have been the focus

Furthermore, as we progress through the Anthropocene era, bat

of substantial research (Fig. 1) and certain cellular and

populations meet new, direct and indirect challenges as a result of

physiological traits of bats are hypothesised to lead to

human population growth. These include climate change, habitat

‘special’ bat-virus associations

(but see Han et al. ). The

loss, increasing competition for resources and physical danger from

anthropogenic changes in the world we live will inﬂuence

man-made structures such as roads and wind-turbines11. Anthro-
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human health , including through their impact on bat ecol-

pogenic changes will alter bat population dynamics, infection

ogy and the viruses within bat populations. Australian peo-

dynamics within bat populations, and the contact rates between

ple and livestock have been infected by novel bat viruses,
such as HeV, Menangle viruses (MenV) and Australian bat
lyssavirus (ABLV), and are at the forefront of both epidemiPaper type
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ological and virological research efforts into cross-species
transmission events (spillover): here we put some of those
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efforts and the potential impacts of anthropogenic changes

SARS related-CoV

The complex nature of bat virus spillover and disease emergence,

Count

on bat-virus ecology under the microscope.
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encompassing environmental, ecological and biological factors, is
perhaps best addressed through statistical and mathematical

100 Rabies virus

modelling frameworks that can integrate disparate data sources
to make inferences regarding infection dynamics and risk6–8.
Detailed epidemiological surveillance has helped to establish
9

predictive models for disease transmission . Recent work using
HeV as a model has suggested a delineation of ﬁve major contrib-
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(5) recipient host susceptibility8. To successfully model these

Figure 1. Trends in published studies of bats and viruses. Studies citing
‘chiroptera’ [bat], ‘virus’, and ‘infection’, excluding ‘experiment’,
‘dynamic’, and ‘model’ (blue, virology) have rapidly increased this
century, yet those including ‘dynamic’ and ‘model’ are few (red,
modelling). Timings of virological studies first linking bats to notable
viral infections are shown. Data were extracted from Web of Science,
ending June 2016.
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uting factors to viral spillover: (1) reservoir host distribution and
density; (2) pathogen shedding from reservoir hosts; (3) environmental stability of the pathogen; (4) recipient host exposure; and
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people, their animals, and bats. Each will affect the ﬁve major
8

recipient species. Once better characterised, predictive models of
land-use change may increase our understanding of risk, and allow

contributing factors to viral spillover .
One of the most obvious anthropogenic changes is land-use

the development of strategies to mitigate the risk of spillover.

change. With most land-use changes come non-native species, and

The impact of land-use change, including introduced species, is

it can be contact with non-native species that leads to spillover.

relatively well characterised for mammalian species, though not for

Two obvious examples in Australia are HeV, which replicates

the viruses within them. However, other anthropogenic changes

and ampliﬁes within horses12, and MenV, which infected pigs prior

that impact mammalian hosts remain poorly characterised, for

to people13. Both epidemiological and clinical reports highlight

example; anthropogenic climate change may impact other aspects

potential issues with emerging disease events. The ﬁrst reported

of viral-host dynamics and therefore spillover risk. Plowright et al.

outbreak of HeV in Hendra, Brisbane, led clinicians to include

performed a longitudinal study of HeV in little red ﬂying foxes

poisoning, bacterial, viral, and other exotic diseases as potential

(Pteropus scapulatus)22. Serological data showed that pregnant

causes before HeV was isolated12. In the case of MenV, the virus

and lactating females had signiﬁcantly higher risk of infection and

was isolated from stillborn piglets with deformities at a piggery in

implied that HeV is transmitted horizontally and immunity (in-

New South Wales in 1997. Stillbirth, birth defects, and mummiﬁed

ferred through serology) wanes rapidly. The highest seropreva-

foetuses are not uncommon in production systems, so determining

lence, however, was observed when bats were nutritionally

when novel infections are the cause requires appropriate micro-

stressed. Stress may reduce the capacity of bats to respond to viral

biological studies. Such spillover events are rare, but whether

infections through innate immune pathways2,23, leading to greater

direct human infection is likely, for either HeV or MenV, without

viral replication and adaptive immune responses. Martin et al.

intermediate hosts is unknown and prevention of HeV emergence

suggest that the bioclimatic niche of two species (P. alecto and

14

focuses on stopping HeV infection in horses . How infections then

P. conspicillatus) determines the spatial pattern of spillover of

persist in novel host populations to facilitate human spillover, such

HeV24, whereas the environmental survival of HeV was limited in

15

as for NiV in pigs , and how they may then perpetuate in human
16

17

‘normal’ environmental conditions25. These ﬁndings suggest an-

populations, such as NiV or EBOV in people, is then determined

thropogenic changes that increase stress, such as habitat loss and

by a number of other virological and ecological processes.

climate change, may increase HeV risk in the future.

Land-use change also typically leads to native habitat loss and

How generalisable these Australian study ﬁndings are is yet to be

fragmentation. Both processes may change bat behaviour and

determined, but from an international perspective Australian bat-

distribution. In doing so, these changes will inevitably affect

viral systems have been useful models to help understand bat-viral

the infection dynamics of the viruses within those populations.

ecology and its interaction with anthropogenic change. The ﬁnd-

Plowright et al. modelled the transmission dynamics of HeV in

ings can potentially help reduce the threat of viral emergence in our

Australian Pteropus bats (fruit bats or ﬂying foxes)18. They devel-

dynamic world, and thus save lives, provided that lessons are

oped an ecological model of the HeV dynamics within the popula-

learned from them and that sufﬁcient and appropriate action is

tions and then used ﬁeld and laboratory data to provide values for

taken to mitigate the drivers of viral spillover.

the parameters. The models included urban habituation with
decreased migration of bat sub-populations, an observed change
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